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Alabama (AL) & Alaska (AK) 

CAKEWALK AACEKKLW to step stylishly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HALAKAHS AAAHHKLS HALAKAH, halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n] 

HALAKHAH AAAHHHKL halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n -S, -HOT, -HOTH] 

HALAKHAS AAAHHKLS HALAKHA, halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n] 

HALAKHIC AACHHIKL HALAKHAH, halacha (legal part of Talmud) [adj] 

HALAKHOT AAHHKLOT HALAKHA, halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n] / HALAKHAH, halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n] 

HALAKIST AAHIKLST halakic writer [n -S] 

HALAKOTH AAHHKLOT HALAKAH, halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n] 

HALFBEAK AABEFHKL marine fish [n -S] 

SEAKALES AAEEKLSS SEAKALE, coastal plant with edible shoots [n] 

 

Arizona (AZ) & Arkansas (AR) 

ALCAZARS AAACLRSZ ALCAZAR, Spanish fortress or palace [n] 

HAZARDED AADDEHRZ HAZARD, to venture (to risk (to expose to risk (chance of injury or loss))) [v] 

HAZARDER AADEHRRZ one that hazards (to venture (to risk)) [n -S] 

LAZARETS AAELRSTZ LAZARET, hospital treating contagious diseases [n] 

MAZZARDS AADMRSZZ MAZZARD, wild cherry [n] 

PARAZOAN AAANOPRZ any of major division of multicellular animals [n -S] 

STARGAZE AAEGRSTZ to gaze at stars [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

 

California (CA) & Colorado (CO) 

ASCOCARP AACCOPRS spore-producing organ of certain fungi [n -S] 

CACODYLS ACCDLOSY CACODYL, poisonous liquid [n] 

CACOMIXL ACCILMOX raccoon-like mammal [n -S] 

CACONYMS ACCMNOSY CACONYM, erroneous name [n] 

CACONYMY ACCMNOYY state of having erroneous name [n -MIES] 

CADUCOUS ACCDOSUU transitory; perishable [adj] 

CALICOES ACCEILOS CALICO, cotton fabric [n] 

CAMCORDS ACCDMORS CAMCORD, to videotape with portable camera [v] 

CARACOLE AACCELOR to perform half turn on horse [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CARACOLS AACCLORS CARACOL, to caracole (to perform half turn on horse) [v] 

CARRYCOT ACCORRTY portable baby's cot [n -S] 

CATACOMB AABCCMOT underground cemetery [n -S] 

CAVICORN ACCINORV having hollow horns [adj] 

COCAINES ACCEINOS COCAINE, narcotic alkaloid [n] 

COLOCATE ACCELOOT to place two or more housing units in close proximity [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CONCAVED ACCDENOV CONCAVE, to make concave (curving inward) [v] 

CONCAVES ACCENOSV CONCAVE, to make concave (curving inward) [v] 

CONFOCAL ACCFLNOO having same focus or foci [adj] 

COONCANS ACCNNOOS COONCAN, conquian (card game) [n] 

COPYCATS ACCOPSTY COPYCAT, to imitate (to behave in same way as) [v] 

CORNCAKE ACCEKNOR cake made of cornmeal [n -S] 

CORTICAL ACCILORT CORTEX, outer layer of organ [adj] 

COSECANT ACCENOST trigonometric function of angle [n -S] 

COSMICAL ACCILMOS cosmic (pertaining to cosmos (universe regarded as orderly system)) [adj] 

ICONICAL ACCIILNO ICON, representation (act of representing (to present again)) [adj] 
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Connecticut (CT) & Delaware (DE) 

ACTINIDE ACDEIINT any of series of radioactive elements [n -S] 

DECOCTED CCDDEEOT DECOCT, to extract flavor of by boiling [v] 

DEDUCTED CDDDEETU DEDUCT, to subtract (to take away) [v] 

DEFECTED CDDEEEFT DEFECT, to desert allegiance [v] 

DEFECTOR CDEEFORT one that defects (to desert allegiance) [n -S] 

DEFLECTS CDEEFLST DEFLECT, to turn aside [v] 

DEICTICS CCDEIIST DEICTIC, word or phrase that specifies identity or location [n] 

DEJECTED CDDEEEJT DEJECT, to depress (to make sad) [v] 

DEPICTED CDDEEIPT DEPICT, to portray (to represent pictorially) [v] 

DEPICTER CDEEIPRT one that depicts (to portray (to represent pictorially)) [n -S] 

DEPICTOR CDEIOPRT depicter (one that depicts (to portray)) [n -S] 

DERELICT CDEEILRT something abandoned [n -S] 

DESELECT CDEEELST to dismiss from training program [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DESTRUCT CDERSTTU to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DETECTED CDDEEETT DETECT, to discover or perceive [v] 

DETECTER CDEEERTT detector (one that detects (to discover or perceive)) [n -S] 

DETECTOR CDEEORTT one that detects (to discover or perceive) [n -S] 

DETRACTS ACDERSTT DETRACT, to take away [v] 

ECTODERM CDEEMORT outermost germ layer of embryo [n -S] 

PANDECTS ACDENPST PANDECT, complete body of laws [n] 

REDEFECT CDEEEFRT to defect again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNDERACT ACDENRTU to act subtly and with restraint [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

Florida (FL) & Georgia (GA) 

FLUXGATE AEFGLTUX device to measure magnetic field [n -S] 

GADFLIES ADEFGILS GADFLY, biting fly [n] 

GIGAFLOP AFGGILOP measure of computing speed [n -S] 

MEGAFLOP AEFGLMOP measure of computing speed [n -S] 

 

Hawaii (HI) & Idaho (ID) 

THIAZIDE ADEHIITZ drug used to treat high blood pressure [n -S] 

TACHINID ACDHIINT grayish fly [n -S] 

SPHINGID DGHIINPS hawkmoth (large moth) [n -S] 

SIDEHILL DEHIILLS hillside (side of hill) [n -S] 

SHIPSIDE DEHIIPSS area alongside ship [n -S] 

SCHIZOID CDHIIOSZ person affected with type of psychotic disorder [n -S] 

RHIZOIDS DHIIORSZ RHIZOID, rootlike structure [n] 

MIDSHIPS DHIIMPSS toward middle of ship [adv] 

HISTIDIN DHIIINST amino acid [n -S] 

HILLSIDE DEHIILLS side of hill [n -S] 

ECHINOID CDEHIINO spiny marine animal [n -S] 

COWHIDED CDDEHIOW COWHIDE, to flog with leather whip [v] 

CHILIDOG CDGHIILO hot dog topped with chili [n -S] 

AMIDSHIP ADHIIMPS toward middle of ship [adv] 
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Illinois (IL) & Indiana (IN) 

ANILINES AEIILNNS ANILINE, chemical compound [n] 

ANVILING AGIILNNV ANVIL, to shape on anvil (heavy iron block) [v] 

AQUILINE AEIILNQU curving like eagle's beak [adj] 

AVAILING AAGIILNV AVAIL, to be of use or advantage to [v] 

BILINEAR ABEIILNR pertaining to two lines [adj] 

BILLINGS BGIILLNS BILLING, relative position in which performer is listed [n] 

BRAILING ABGIILNR BRAIL, to haul in sail [v] 

BRAINILY ABIILNRY in brainy (smart (characterized by mental acuity)) manner [adv] 

BRASILIN ABIILNRS brazilin (chemical compound) [n -S] 

BRAZILIN ABIILNRZ chemical compound [n -S] 

BROILING BGIILNOR BROIL, to cook by direct heat [v] 

BUILDING BDGIILNU something that is built [n -S] / BUILD, to construct [v] 

CAVILING ACGIILNV CAVIL, to carp (to find fault unreasonably) [v] 

CEILINGS CEGIILNS CEILING, overhead lining of room [n] 

CHILDING CDGHIILN pregnant (carrying developing fetus in uterus) [adj] 

CHILLING CGHIILLN CHILL, to make cold [v] 

DAINTILY ADIILNTY DAINTY, delicately pretty [adv] 

DEFILING DEFGIILN DEFILE, to make dirty [v] 

DEVILING DEGIILNV DEVIL, to prepare food with pungent seasoning [v] 

DEVILKIN DEIIKLNV small demon [n -S] 

DILATING ADGIILNT DILATE, to make wider or larger [v] 

DILUTING DGIILNTU DILUTE, to thin or reduce concentration of [v] 

DRILLING DGIILLNR heavy twilled cotton fabric [n -S] / DRILL, to bore hole in [v] 

EMAILING AEGIILMN EMAIL, to send message to by computer [v] 

ENSILING EGIILNNS ENSILE, to store in silo [v] 

FAILINGS AFGIILNS FAILING, minor fault or weakness [n] 

FILCHING CFGHIILN FILCH, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v] 

FILETING EFGIILNT FILET, to fillet (to cut boneless slices from) [v] 

FILLINGS FGIILLNS FILLING, that which is used to fill something [n] 

FLAILING AFGIILLN FLAIL, to swing freely [v] 

FLINTILY FIILLNTY FLINTY, resembling flint [adv] 

FRILLING FGIILLNR arrangement of frills [n -S] / FRILL, to provide with frill (ornamental ruffled edge) [v] 

GILDINGS DGGIILNS GILDING, application of gilt [n] 

GILLYING GGIILLNY GILLY, to transport on type of wagon [v] 

GINGILIS GGIIILNS GINGILI, gingelly (sesame seed or its oil) [n] 

GINGILLI GGIIILLN gingelly (sesame seed or its oil) [n -S] 

GRILLING GGIILLNR GRILL, to broil on gridiron [v] 

GUILTING GGIILNTU GUILT, to cause (someone) to feel guilty [v] 

HILDINGS DGHIILNS HILDING, vile person [n] 

HILLOING GHIILLNO HILLO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HINDMILK DHIIKLMN breast milk exuded after first part of feeding [n -S] 

ILLINIUM IIILLMNU radioactive element [n -S] 

ILLUDING DGIILLNU ILLUDE, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v] 

ILLUMINE EIILLMNU to illuminate [v -D, -NING, -S] 

ILLUMING GIILLMNU ILLUME, to illuminate [v] 

INDOCILE CDEIILNO not docile (easily trained) [adj] 
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INFILLED DEFIILLN INFILL, to fill in (hole) [v] 

INSTILLS IILLNSST INSTILL, to infuse slowly [v] 

INVIRILE EIIILNRV not virile (having masculine vigor) [adj] 

KILLINGS GIIKLLNS KILLING, sudden notable success [n] 

KILTINGS GIIKLNST KILTING, arrangement of kilt pleats [n] 

MAILINGS AGIILMNS MAILING, rented farm [n] 

MAINSAIL AAIILMNS principal sail of vessel [n -S] 

MILLINER EIILLMNR one who makes or sells women's hats [n -S] 

MILLINES EIILLMNS MILLINE, unit of advertising space [n] 

MILLINGS GIILLMNS MILLING, corrugated edge on coin [n] 

MINILABS ABIILMNS MINILAB, retail outlet offering rapid on-site film development [n] 

MINIMILL IIILLMMN small-scale steel mill [n -S] 

MINIPILL IIILLMNP birth control pill containing no estrogen [n -S] 

OILINESS EIILNOSS state of being oily (covered or soaked with oil) [n -ES] 

OILSKINS IIKLNOSS OILSKIN, waterproof fabric [n] 

PERILING EGIILNPR PERIL, to imperil (to place in jeopardy) [v] 

PILOTING GIILNOPT branch of navigation [n -S] / PILOT, to control course of [v] 

PINTAILS AIILNPST PINTAIL, river duck [n] 

PRILLING GIILLNPR PRILL, to convert into pellets [v] 

PSILOCIN CIILNOPS hallucinogenic drug [n -S] 

QUAILING AGIILNQU QUAIL, to cower (to cringe (to shrink in fear)) [v] 

QUILLING GIILLNQU material that is quilled [n -S] / QUILL, to press small ridges in [v] 

QUILTING GIILNQTU material that is used for making quilts [n -S] / QUILT, to stitch together with padding in between [v] 

QUINTILE EIILNQTU portion of frequency distribution [n -S] 

RAILINGS AGIILNRS RAILING, fence-like barrier [n] 

REFILING EFGIILNR REFILE, to file again [v] 

REOILING EGIILNOR REOIL, to oil again [v] 

RESILING EGIILNRS RESILE, to spring back [v] 

RESILINS EIILNRSS RESILIN, elastic substance in cuticles of many insects [n] 

RETILING EGIILNRT RETILE, to tile again [v] 

REVILING EGIILNRV act of denouncing with abusive language [n -S] / REVILE, to denounce with abusive language [v] 

RINGTAIL AGIILNRT animal having tail with ringlike markings [n -S] 

SAILINGS AGIILNSS SAILING, act of one that sails [n] 

SHILINGI GHIIILNS monetary unit of Tanzania [n SHILINGI] 

SHILLING GHIILLNS former monetary unit of Great Britain [n -S] / SHILL, to act as decoy [v] 

SKILLING GIIKLLNS former coin of Scandinavian countries [n -S] 

SLINKILY IIKLLNSY SLINKY, stealthy (intended to escape observation) [adv] 

SNAILING AGIILNNS SNAIL, to move slowly [v] 

SPEILING EGIILNPS SPEIL, to speel (to climb (to ascend (to go or move upward))) [v] 

SPILIKIN IIIKLNPS strip of wood used in game [n -S] 

SPILINGS GIILNPSS SPILING, piling (structure of building supports) [n] 

SPILLING GIILLNPS SPILL, to cause to run out of container [v] 

SPOILING GIILNOPS SPOIL, to impair value or quality of [v] 

STILLING GIILLNST STILL, to make still [v] 

STILTING GIILNSTT STILT, to raise on stilts (long, slender poles) [v] 

STINGILY GIILNSTY in stingy (unwilling to spend or give) manner [adv] 

SUBTILIN BIILNSTU antibiotic [n -S] 
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SWILINGS GIILNSSW SWILING, activity of hunting seals [n] 

SWILLING GIILLNSW SWILL, to swig (to drink deeply or rapidly) [v] 

TAILFINS AFIILNST TAILFIN, fin at posterior end of fish [n] 

TAILINGS AGIILNST TAILING, part of projecting stone or brick that is inserted into wall [n] 

TAILSPIN AIILNPST to spin headlong down toward earth [v -PUN, -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

TAILWIND ADIILNTW wind coming from behind moving vehicle [n -S] 

TEFILLIN EFIILLNT phylacteries worn by Jews [n TEFILLIN] 

TINFOILS FIILNOST TINFOIL, thin metal sheeting [n] 

TRAILING AGIILNRT TRAIL, to drag along surface [v] 

TRILLING GIILLNRT TRILL, to sing or play with vibrating effect [v] 

TWILLING GIILLNTW twilled fabric [n -S] / TWILL, to weave so as to produce diagonal pattern [v] 

UNPILING GIILNNPU UNPILE, to take or disentangle from pile [v] 

UPPILING GIILNPPU UPPILE, to pile up [v] 

VANILLIN AIILLNNV chemical compound used in flavoring [n -S] 

VEILINGS EGIILNSV VEILING, veil [n] 

VILLAINS AIILLNSV VILLAIN, cruelly malicious person [n] 

VILLAINY AIILLNVY conduct characteristic of villain [n -NIES] 

VILLEINS EIILLNSV VILLEIN, type of serf (feudal slave) [n] 

WILDINGS DGIILNSW WILDING, wild plant or animal [n] 

WILDLING DGIILLNW wilding (wild plant or animal) [n -S] 

WILINESS EIILNSSW quality of being wily (crafty (skillful in deceiving)) [n -ES] 

WILLYING GIILLNWY WILLY, to willow (to clean textile fibers with certain machine) [v] 

WINDMILL DIILLMNW to rotate solely under force of passing airstream [v -ED, -ING, -S S] 

WINDSAIL ADIILNSW funnel of sailcloth used to convey air down into lower parts of ship [n -S] 

WINTRILY IILNRTWY WINTRY, characteristic of winter [adv] 

 

Iowa (IA) & Kansas (KS) 

BANKSIAS AABIKNSS BANKSIA, Australian plant [n] 

OOMIACKS ACIKMOOS OOMIACK, umiak (open Inuit boat) [n] 

 

Kentucky (KY) & Louisiana (LA) 

ALKYLATE AAEKLLTY to combine with alkyl [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SKYLARKS AKKLRSSY SKYLARK, to frolic (to play and run about merrily) [v] 

 

Maine (ME) & Maryland (MD) 

MELAMDIM ADEILMMM MELAMED, teacher in Jewish school [n] 

 

Massachusetts (MA) & Michigan (MI) 

MALEMIUT AEILMMTU malamute (Alaskan sled dog) [n -S] 

MALMIEST AEILMMST MALMY, resembling malm (soft, friable limestone) [adj] 

MAMILLAE AAEILLMM MAMILLA, mammilla (nipple (protuberance on breast)) [n] 

MAMMILLA AAILLMMM nipple (protuberance on breast) [n -E] 

MAMMITIS AIIMMMST mastitis (inflammation of breast) [n -TIDES] 

MANUMITS AIMMNSTU MANUMIT, to free from slavery [v] 

MARASMIC AACIMMRS MARASMUS, wasting away of body [adj] 

MARMITES AEIMMRST MARMITE, large soup kettle [n] 

MAXIMINS AIIMMNSX MAXIMIN, maximum of set of minima [n] 
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MAXIMISE AEIIMMSX to maximize (to make as great as possible) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

MAXIMITE AEIIMMTX powerful explosive [n -S] 

MAXIMIZE AEIIMMXZ to make as great as possible [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

MIASMATA AAAIMMST MIASMA, noxious vapor [n] 

MILKMAID ADIIKLMM woman who milks cows [n -S] 

MINIMALS AIILMMNS MINIMAL, element of mathematical set that precedes all others [n] 

MISHMASH AHHIMMSS confused mixture [n -ES] 

MISMAKES AEIKMMSS MISMAKE, to make (to cause to exist) incorrectly [v] 

MISMARKS AIKMMRSS MISMARK, to mark wrongly [v] 

MISMATCH ACHIMMST to match badly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISMATED ADEIMMST MISMATE, to mate unsuitably [v] 

MISMATES AEIMMSST MISMATE, to mate unsuitably [v] 

SEMICOMA ACEIMMOS coma from which person can be aroused [n -S] 

SEMIMATT AEIMMSTT semimat (having slight luster) [adj] 

SEMINOMA AEIMMNOS malignant tumor of testis [n -S, -TA] 

SMARMIER AEIMMRRS SMARMY, marked by excessive flattery [adj] 

SMARMILY AILMMRSY SMARMY, marked by excessive flattery [adv] 

SMARMING AGIMMNRS SMARM, to use excessive flattery to obtain favors [v] 

 

Minnesota (MN) & Mississippi (MS) 

 

Missouri (MO) & Montana (MT) 

 

Nebraska (NE) & Nevada (NV) 

CONVENED CDEENNOV CONVENE, to assemble (to come or bring together) [v] 

CONVENER CEENNORV one that convenes (to assemble (to come or bring together)) [n -S] 

CONVENES CEENNOSV CONVENE, to assemble (to come or bring together) [v] 

UNENVIED DEEINNUV not envied (to be envious of) [adj] 

UNVEINED DEEINNUV not veined (to fill with veins (tubular blood vessels)) [adj] 

New Hampshire (NH) & New Jersey (NJ) 

 

New Mexico (NM) & New York (NY) 

 

North Carolina (NC) & North Dakota (ND) 

NONDANCE ACDENNNO unrhythmic dance [n -S] 

PENDENCY CDEENNPY pending state [n -CIES] 

TENDANCE ACDEENNT watchful care [n -S] 

TENDENCE CDEEENNT tendance (watchful care) [n -S] 

TENDENCY CDEENNTY inclination to act or think in particular way [n -CIES] 

UNCANDID ACDDINNU not candid (frank and sincere) [adj] 

 

Ohio (OH) & Oklahoma (OK) 

 

Oregon (OR) & Pennsylvania (PA) 

COPASTOR ACOOPRST one that shares duties of pastor [n -S] 

EXPANDOR ADENOPRX type of transducer [n -S] 

FLOORPAN AFLNOOPR bottom part of interior of motor vehicle [n -S] 
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FOREPART AEFOPRRT front part [n -S] 

FOREPAST AEFOPRST already in past [adj] 

FOREPAWS AEFOPRSW FOREPAW, paw of foreleg [n] 

IMPACTOR ACIMOPRT impacter (one that impacts (to pack firmly together)) [n -S] 

PALPATOR AALOPPRT one that palpates (to examine by touch) [n -S] 

PANDOORS ADNOOPRS PANDOOR, pandour (marauding soldier) [n] 

PANDORAS AADNOPRS PANDORA, bandore (ancient lute) [n] 

PANDORES ADENOPRS PANDORE, bandore (ancient lute) [n] 

PANFORTE AEFNOPRT hard spicy cake [n -S] 

PANORAMA AAAMNOPR complete view [n -S] 

PARACHOR AACHOPRR mathematical constant that relates molecular volume to surface tension [n -S] 

PARADORS AADOPRRS PARADOR, inn in Spain [n] 

PARAFORM AAFMOPRR substance used as antiseptic [n -S] 

PASSPORT AOPPRSST document allowing travel from one country to another [n -S] 

PASSWORD ADOPRSSW secret word that must be spoken to gain admission [n -S] 

PASTORAL AALOPRST literary or artistic work that depicts country life [n -S] 

PASTORED ADEOPRST PASTOR, to serve as spiritual overseer of [v] 

PASTORLY ALOPRSTY befitting pastor (spiritual overseer) [adj] 

PATENTOR AENOPRTT one that grants patent [n -S] 

PORTAPAK AAKOPPRT portable combined video recorder and camera [n -S] 

SCOREPAD ACDEOPRS pad on which scored points are recorded [n -S] 

SPANWORM AMNOPRSW inchworm (type of worm) [n -S] 

 

Rhode Island (RI) & South Carolina (SC) 

ADSCRIPT ACDIPRST distinguishing symbol written after another character [n -S] 

ASCARIDS AACDIRSS ASCARID, parasitic worm [n] 

ASCRIBED ABCDEIRS ASCRIBE, to attribute to specified cause, source, or origin [v] 

ASCRIBES ABCEIRSS ASCRIBE, to attribute to specified cause, source, or origin [v] 

COSCRIPT CCIOPRST to collaborate in preparing script for [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DESCRIBE BCDEEIRS to give verbal account of [v -D, -BING, -S] 

DESCRIED CDDEEIRS DESCRY, to discern (to perceive (to become aware of through senses)) [v] 

DESCRIER CDEEIRRS one that descries (to discern (to perceive)) [n -S] 

DESCRIES CDEEIRSS DESCRY, to discern (to perceive (to become aware of through senses)) [v] 

INSCRIBE BCEIINRS to write or engrave as lasting record [v -D, -BING, -S] 

RESCRIPT CEIPRRST something rewritten [n -S] 

SCARIEST ACEIRSST SCAREY, scary (frightening) [adj] / SCARY [adj] 

SCARIOSE ACEIORSS scarious (thin, dry, and membranous) [adj] 

SCARIOUS ACIORSSU thin, dry, and membranous [adj] 

SCARRIER ACEIRRRS SCARRY, marked with scars [adj] 

SCARRING ACGINRRS SCAR, to form scar (mark left by healing of injured tissue) [v] 

SCENARIO ACEINORS summary of plot of dramatic work [n -S] 

SCIURIDS CDIIRSSU SCIURID, sciurine (rodent of squirrel family) [n] 

SCIURINE CEIINRSU rodent of squirrel family [n -S] 

SCLERITE CEEILRST one of hard plates forming outer covering of arthropod [n -S] 

SCOMBRID BCDIMORS fish of mackerel family [n -S] 

SCORINGS CGINORSS SCORING, act of scoring in game [n] 

SCOURING CGINORSU material removed by scouring [n -S] / SCOUR, to cleanse or polish by hard rubbing [v] 
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SCRIBBLE BBCEILRS to write hastily or carelessly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SCRIBBLY BBCILRSY consisting of scribbles (careless writings) [adj] 

SCRIBERS BCEIRRSS SCRIBER, pointed instrument used for marking off material to be cut [n] 

SCRIBING BCGIINRS SCRIBE, to mark with scriber [v] 

SCRIEVED CDEEIRSV SCRIEVE, to move along swiftly and smoothly [v] 

SCRIEVES CEEIRSSV SCRIEVE, to move along swiftly and smoothly [v] 

SCRIMPED CDEIMPRS SCRIMP, to be very or overly thrifty [v] 

SCRIMPER CEIMPRRS one that scrimps (to be very or overly thrifty) [n -S] 

SCRIMPIT CIIMPRST meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj] 

SCRIPTED CDEIPRST SCRIPT, to prepare written text for, as play or motion picture [v] 

SCRIPTER CEIPRRST one that scripts (to prepare written text for, as play or motion picture) [n -S] 

SCRIVING CGIINRSV SCRIVE, to engrave (to form by incision) [v] 

SCURRIED CDEIRRSU SCURRY, to move hurriedly [v] 

SCURRIES CEIRRSSU SCURRY, to move hurriedly [v] 

SCURRILE CEILRRSU expressed in coarse and abusive language [adj] 

TRISCELE CEEILRST triskele (figure consisting of three branches radiating from center) [n -S] 

 

South Dakota (SD) & Tennessee (TN) 

 

Texas (TX) & Utah (UT) 

 

Vermont (VT) & Virginia (VA) 

 

Washington (WA) & West Virginia (WV) 

 

Wisconsin (WI) & Wyoming (WY) 
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	HALAKHIC AACHHIKL HALAKHAH, halacha (legal part of Talmud) [adj]
	HALAKHOT AAHHKLOT HALAKHA, halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n] / HALAKHAH, halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n]
	HALAKIST AAHIKLST halakic writer [n -S]
	HALAKOTH AAHHKLOT HALAKAH, halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n]
	HALFBEAK AABEFHKL marine fish [n -S]
	SEAKALES AAEEKLSS SEAKALE, coastal plant with edible shoots [n]
	Arizona (AZ) & Arkansas (AR)
	ALCAZARS AAACLRSZ ALCAZAR, Spanish fortress or palace [n]
	HAZARDED AADDEHRZ HAZARD, to venture (to risk (to expose to risk (chance of injury or loss))) [v]
	HAZARDER AADEHRRZ one that hazards (to venture (to risk)) [n -S]
	LAZARETS AAELRSTZ LAZARET, hospital treating contagious diseases [n]
	MAZZARDS AADMRSZZ MAZZARD, wild cherry [n]
	PARAZOAN AAANOPRZ any of major division of multicellular animals [n -S]
	STARGAZE AAEGRSTZ to gaze at stars [v -D, -ZING, -S]
	California (CA) & Colorado (CO)
	ASCOCARP AACCOPRS spore-producing organ of certain fungi [n -S]
	CACODYLS ACCDLOSY CACODYL, poisonous liquid [n]
	CACOMIXL ACCILMOX raccoon-like mammal [n -S]
	CACONYMS ACCMNOSY CACONYM, erroneous name [n]
	CACONYMY ACCMNOYY state of having erroneous name [n -MIES]
	CADUCOUS ACCDOSUU transitory; perishable [adj]
	CALICOES ACCEILOS CALICO, cotton fabric [n]
	CAMCORDS ACCDMORS CAMCORD, to videotape with portable camera [v]
	CARACOLE AACCELOR to perform half turn on horse [v -D, -LING, -S]
	CARACOLS AACCLORS CARACOL, to caracole (to perform half turn on horse) [v]
	CARRYCOT ACCORRTY portable baby's cot [n -S]
	CATACOMB AABCCMOT underground cemetery [n -S]
	CAVICORN ACCINORV having hollow horns [adj]
	COCAINES ACCEINOS COCAINE, narcotic alkaloid [n]
	COLOCATE ACCELOOT to place two or more housing units in close proximity [v -D, -TING, -S]
	CONCAVED ACCDENOV CONCAVE, to make concave (curving inward) [v]
	CONCAVES ACCENOSV CONCAVE, to make concave (curving inward) [v]
	CONFOCAL ACCFLNOO having same focus or foci [adj]
	COONCANS ACCNNOOS COONCAN, conquian (card game) [n]
	COPYCATS ACCOPSTY COPYCAT, to imitate (to behave in same way as) [v]
	CORNCAKE ACCEKNOR cake made of cornmeal [n -S]
	CORTICAL ACCILORT CORTEX, outer layer of organ [adj]
	COSECANT ACCENOST trigonometric function of angle [n -S]
	COSMICAL ACCILMOS cosmic (pertaining to cosmos (universe regarded as orderly system)) [adj]
	ICONICAL ACCIILNO ICON, representation (act of representing (to present again)) [adj]
	Connecticut (CT) & Delaware (DE)
	ACTINIDE ACDEIINT any of series of radioactive elements [n -S]
	DECOCTED CCDDEEOT DECOCT, to extract flavor of by boiling [v]
	DEDUCTED CDDDEETU DEDUCT, to subtract (to take away) [v]
	DEFECTED CDDEEEFT DEFECT, to desert allegiance [v]
	DEFECTOR CDEEFORT one that defects (to desert allegiance) [n -S]
	DEFLECTS CDEEFLST DEFLECT, to turn aside [v]
	DEICTICS CCDEIIST DEICTIC, word or phrase that specifies identity or location [n]
	DEJECTED CDDEEEJT DEJECT, to depress (to make sad) [v]
	DEPICTED CDDEEIPT DEPICT, to portray (to represent pictorially) [v]
	DEPICTER CDEEIPRT one that depicts (to portray (to represent pictorially)) [n -S]
	DEPICTOR CDEIOPRT depicter (one that depicts (to portray)) [n -S]
	DERELICT CDEEILRT something abandoned [n -S]
	DESELECT CDEEELST to dismiss from training program [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DESTRUCT CDERSTTU to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DETECTED CDDEEETT DETECT, to discover or perceive [v]
	DETECTER CDEEERTT detector (one that detects (to discover or perceive)) [n -S]
	DETECTOR CDEEORTT one that detects (to discover or perceive) [n -S]
	DETRACTS ACDERSTT DETRACT, to take away [v]
	ECTODERM CDEEMORT outermost germ layer of embryo [n -S]
	PANDECTS ACDENPST PANDECT, complete body of laws [n]
	REDEFECT CDEEEFRT to defect again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	UNDERACT ACDENRTU to act subtly and with restraint [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	Florida (FL) & Georgia (GA)
	FLUXGATE AEFGLTUX device to measure magnetic field [n -S]
	GADFLIES ADEFGILS GADFLY, biting fly [n]
	GIGAFLOP AFGGILOP measure of computing speed [n -S]
	MEGAFLOP AEFGLMOP measure of computing speed [n -S]
	Hawaii (HI) & Idaho (ID)
	THIAZIDE ADEHIITZ drug used to treat high blood pressure [n -S]
	TACHINID ACDHIINT grayish fly [n -S]
	SPHINGID DGHIINPS hawkmoth (large moth) [n -S]
	SIDEHILL DEHIILLS hillside (side of hill) [n -S]
	SHIPSIDE DEHIIPSS area alongside ship [n -S]
	SCHIZOID CDHIIOSZ person affected with type of psychotic disorder [n -S]
	RHIZOIDS DHIIORSZ RHIZOID, rootlike structure [n]
	MIDSHIPS DHIIMPSS toward middle of ship [adv]
	HISTIDIN DHIIINST amino acid [n -S]
	HILLSIDE DEHIILLS side of hill [n -S]
	ECHINOID CDEHIINO spiny marine animal [n -S]
	COWHIDED CDDEHIOW COWHIDE, to flog with leather whip [v]
	CHILIDOG CDGHIILO hot dog topped with chili [n -S]
	AMIDSHIP ADHIIMPS toward middle of ship [adv]
	Illinois (IL) & Indiana (IN)
	ANILINES AEIILNNS ANILINE, chemical compound [n]
	ANVILING AGIILNNV ANVIL, to shape on anvil (heavy iron block) [v]
	AQUILINE AEIILNQU curving like eagle's beak [adj]
	AVAILING AAGIILNV AVAIL, to be of use or advantage to [v]
	BILINEAR ABEIILNR pertaining to two lines [adj]
	BILLINGS BGIILLNS BILLING, relative position in which performer is listed [n]
	BRAILING ABGIILNR BRAIL, to haul in sail [v]
	BRAINILY ABIILNRY in brainy (smart (characterized by mental acuity)) manner [adv]
	BRASILIN ABIILNRS brazilin (chemical compound) [n -S]
	BRAZILIN ABIILNRZ chemical compound [n -S]
	BROILING BGIILNOR BROIL, to cook by direct heat [v]
	BUILDING BDGIILNU something that is built [n -S] / BUILD, to construct [v]
	CAVILING ACGIILNV CAVIL, to carp (to find fault unreasonably) [v]
	CEILINGS CEGIILNS CEILING, overhead lining of room [n]
	CHILDING CDGHIILN pregnant (carrying developing fetus in uterus) [adj]
	CHILLING CGHIILLN CHILL, to make cold [v]
	DAINTILY ADIILNTY DAINTY, delicately pretty [adv]
	DEFILING DEFGIILN DEFILE, to make dirty [v]
	DEVILING DEGIILNV DEVIL, to prepare food with pungent seasoning [v]
	DEVILKIN DEIIKLNV small demon [n -S]
	DILATING ADGIILNT DILATE, to make wider or larger [v]
	DILUTING DGIILNTU DILUTE, to thin or reduce concentration of [v]
	DRILLING DGIILLNR heavy twilled cotton fabric [n -S] / DRILL, to bore hole in [v]
	EMAILING AEGIILMN EMAIL, to send message to by computer [v]
	ENSILING EGIILNNS ENSILE, to store in silo [v]
	FAILINGS AFGIILNS FAILING, minor fault or weakness [n]
	FILCHING CFGHIILN FILCH, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v]
	FILETING EFGIILNT FILET, to fillet (to cut boneless slices from) [v]
	FILLINGS FGIILLNS FILLING, that which is used to fill something [n]
	FLAILING AFGIILLN FLAIL, to swing freely [v]
	FLINTILY FIILLNTY FLINTY, resembling flint [adv]
	FRILLING FGIILLNR arrangement of frills [n -S] / FRILL, to provide with frill (ornamental ruffled edge) [v]
	GILDINGS DGGIILNS GILDING, application of gilt [n]
	GILLYING GGIILLNY GILLY, to transport on type of wagon [v]
	GINGILIS GGIIILNS GINGILI, gingelly (sesame seed or its oil) [n]
	GINGILLI GGIIILLN gingelly (sesame seed or its oil) [n -S]
	GRILLING GGIILLNR GRILL, to broil on gridiron [v]
	GUILTING GGIILNTU GUILT, to cause (someone) to feel guilty [v]
	HILDINGS DGHIILNS HILDING, vile person [n]
	HILLOING GHIILLNO HILLO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v]
	HINDMILK DHIIKLMN breast milk exuded after first part of feeding [n -S]
	ILLINIUM IIILLMNU radioactive element [n -S]
	ILLUDING DGIILLNU ILLUDE, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v]
	ILLUMINE EIILLMNU to illuminate [v -D, -NING, -S]
	ILLUMING GIILLMNU ILLUME, to illuminate [v]
	INDOCILE CDEIILNO not docile (easily trained) [adj]
	INFILLED DEFIILLN INFILL, to fill in (hole) [v]
	INSTILLS IILLNSST INSTILL, to infuse slowly [v]
	INVIRILE EIIILNRV not virile (having masculine vigor) [adj]
	KILLINGS GIIKLLNS KILLING, sudden notable success [n]
	KILTINGS GIIKLNST KILTING, arrangement of kilt pleats [n]
	MAILINGS AGIILMNS MAILING, rented farm [n]
	MAINSAIL AAIILMNS principal sail of vessel [n -S]
	MILLINER EIILLMNR one who makes or sells women's hats [n -S]
	MILLINES EIILLMNS MILLINE, unit of advertising space [n]
	MILLINGS GIILLMNS MILLING, corrugated edge on coin [n]
	MINILABS ABIILMNS MINILAB, retail outlet offering rapid on-site film development [n]
	MINIMILL IIILLMMN small-scale steel mill [n -S]
	MINIPILL IIILLMNP birth control pill containing no estrogen [n -S]
	OILINESS EIILNOSS state of being oily (covered or soaked with oil) [n -ES]
	OILSKINS IIKLNOSS OILSKIN, waterproof fabric [n]
	PERILING EGIILNPR PERIL, to imperil (to place in jeopardy) [v]
	PILOTING GIILNOPT branch of navigation [n -S] / PILOT, to control course of [v]
	PINTAILS AIILNPST PINTAIL, river duck [n]
	PRILLING GIILLNPR PRILL, to convert into pellets [v]
	PSILOCIN CIILNOPS hallucinogenic drug [n -S]
	QUAILING AGIILNQU QUAIL, to cower (to cringe (to shrink in fear)) [v]
	QUILLING GIILLNQU material that is quilled [n -S] / QUILL, to press small ridges in [v]
	QUILTING GIILNQTU material that is used for making quilts [n -S] / QUILT, to stitch together with padding in between [v]
	QUINTILE EIILNQTU portion of frequency distribution [n -S]
	RAILINGS AGIILNRS RAILING, fence-like barrier [n]
	REFILING EFGIILNR REFILE, to file again [v]
	REOILING EGIILNOR REOIL, to oil again [v]
	RESILING EGIILNRS RESILE, to spring back [v]
	RESILINS EIILNRSS RESILIN, elastic substance in cuticles of many insects [n]
	RETILING EGIILNRT RETILE, to tile again [v]
	REVILING EGIILNRV act of denouncing with abusive language [n -S] / REVILE, to denounce with abusive language [v]
	RINGTAIL AGIILNRT animal having tail with ringlike markings [n -S]
	SAILINGS AGIILNSS SAILING, act of one that sails [n]
	SHILINGI GHIIILNS monetary unit of Tanzania [n SHILINGI]
	SHILLING GHIILLNS former monetary unit of Great Britain [n -S] / SHILL, to act as decoy [v]
	SKILLING GIIKLLNS former coin of Scandinavian countries [n -S]
	SLINKILY IIKLLNSY SLINKY, stealthy (intended to escape observation) [adv]
	SNAILING AGIILNNS SNAIL, to move slowly [v]
	SPEILING EGIILNPS SPEIL, to speel (to climb (to ascend (to go or move upward))) [v]
	SPILIKIN IIIKLNPS strip of wood used in game [n -S]
	SPILINGS GIILNPSS SPILING, piling (structure of building supports) [n]
	SPILLING GIILLNPS SPILL, to cause to run out of container [v]
	SPOILING GIILNOPS SPOIL, to impair value or quality of [v]
	STILLING GIILLNST STILL, to make still [v]
	STILTING GIILNSTT STILT, to raise on stilts (long, slender poles) [v]
	STINGILY GIILNSTY in stingy (unwilling to spend or give) manner [adv]
	SUBTILIN BIILNSTU antibiotic [n -S]
	SWILINGS GIILNSSW SWILING, activity of hunting seals [n]
	SWILLING GIILLNSW SWILL, to swig (to drink deeply or rapidly) [v]
	TAILFINS AFIILNST TAILFIN, fin at posterior end of fish [n]
	TAILINGS AGIILNST TAILING, part of projecting stone or brick that is inserted into wall [n]
	TAILSPIN AIILNPST to spin headlong down toward earth [v -PUN, -NNED, -NNING, -S]
	TAILWIND ADIILNTW wind coming from behind moving vehicle [n -S]
	TEFILLIN EFIILLNT phylacteries worn by Jews [n TEFILLIN]
	TINFOILS FIILNOST TINFOIL, thin metal sheeting [n]
	TRAILING AGIILNRT TRAIL, to drag along surface [v]
	TRILLING GIILLNRT TRILL, to sing or play with vibrating effect [v]
	TWILLING GIILLNTW twilled fabric [n -S] / TWILL, to weave so as to produce diagonal pattern [v]
	UNPILING GIILNNPU UNPILE, to take or disentangle from pile [v]
	UPPILING GIILNPPU UPPILE, to pile up [v]
	VANILLIN AIILLNNV chemical compound used in flavoring [n -S]
	VEILINGS EGIILNSV VEILING, veil [n]
	VILLAINS AIILLNSV VILLAIN, cruelly malicious person [n]
	VILLAINY AIILLNVY conduct characteristic of villain [n -NIES]
	VILLEINS EIILLNSV VILLEIN, type of serf (feudal slave) [n]
	WILDINGS DGIILNSW WILDING, wild plant or animal [n]
	WILDLING DGIILLNW wilding (wild plant or animal) [n -S]
	WILINESS EIILNSSW quality of being wily (crafty (skillful in deceiving)) [n -ES]
	WILLYING GIILLNWY WILLY, to willow (to clean textile fibers with certain machine) [v]
	WINDMILL DIILLMNW to rotate solely under force of passing airstream [v -ED, -ING, -S S]
	WINDSAIL ADIILNSW funnel of sailcloth used to convey air down into lower parts of ship [n -S]
	WINTRILY IILNRTWY WINTRY, characteristic of winter [adv]
	Iowa (IA) & Kansas (KS)
	BANKSIAS AABIKNSS BANKSIA, Australian plant [n]
	OOMIACKS ACIKMOOS OOMIACK, umiak (open Inuit boat) [n]
	Kentucky (KY) & Louisiana (LA)
	ALKYLATE AAEKLLTY to combine with alkyl [v -D, -TING, -S]
	SKYLARKS AKKLRSSY SKYLARK, to frolic (to play and run about merrily) [v]
	Maine (ME) & Maryland (MD)
	MELAMDIM ADEILMMM MELAMED, teacher in Jewish school [n]
	Massachusetts (MA) & Michigan (MI)
	MALEMIUT AEILMMTU malamute (Alaskan sled dog) [n -S]
	MALMIEST AEILMMST MALMY, resembling malm (soft, friable limestone) [adj]
	MAMILLAE AAEILLMM MAMILLA, mammilla (nipple (protuberance on breast)) [n]
	MAMMILLA AAILLMMM nipple (protuberance on breast) [n -E]
	MAMMITIS AIIMMMST mastitis (inflammation of breast) [n -TIDES]
	MANUMITS AIMMNSTU MANUMIT, to free from slavery [v]
	MARASMIC AACIMMRS MARASMUS, wasting away of body [adj]
	MARMITES AEIMMRST MARMITE, large soup kettle [n]
	MAXIMINS AIIMMNSX MAXIMIN, maximum of set of minima [n]
	MAXIMISE AEIIMMSX to maximize (to make as great as possible) [v -D, -SING, -S]
	MAXIMITE AEIIMMTX powerful explosive [n -S]
	MAXIMIZE AEIIMMXZ to make as great as possible [v -D, -ZING, -S]
	MIASMATA AAAIMMST MIASMA, noxious vapor [n]
	MILKMAID ADIIKLMM woman who milks cows [n -S]
	MINIMALS AIILMMNS MINIMAL, element of mathematical set that precedes all others [n]
	MISHMASH AHHIMMSS confused mixture [n -ES]
	MISMAKES AEIKMMSS MISMAKE, to make (to cause to exist) incorrectly [v]
	MISMARKS AIKMMRSS MISMARK, to mark wrongly [v]
	MISMATCH ACHIMMST to match badly [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	MISMATED ADEIMMST MISMATE, to mate unsuitably [v]
	MISMATES AEIMMSST MISMATE, to mate unsuitably [v]
	SEMICOMA ACEIMMOS coma from which person can be aroused [n -S]
	SEMIMATT AEIMMSTT semimat (having slight luster) [adj]
	SEMINOMA AEIMMNOS malignant tumor of testis [n -S, -TA]
	SMARMIER AEIMMRRS SMARMY, marked by excessive flattery [adj]
	SMARMILY AILMMRSY SMARMY, marked by excessive flattery [adv]
	SMARMING AGIMMNRS SMARM, to use excessive flattery to obtain favors [v]
	Minnesota (MN) & Mississippi (MS)
	Missouri (MO) & Montana (MT)
	Nebraska (NE) & Nevada (NV)
	CONVENED CDEENNOV CONVENE, to assemble (to come or bring together) [v]
	CONVENER CEENNORV one that convenes (to assemble (to come or bring together)) [n -S]
	CONVENES CEENNOSV CONVENE, to assemble (to come or bring together) [v]
	UNENVIED DEEINNUV not envied (to be envious of) [adj]
	UNVEINED DEEINNUV not veined (to fill with veins (tubular blood vessels)) [adj]
	New Hampshire (NH) & New Jersey (NJ)
	New Mexico (NM) & New York (NY)
	North Carolina (NC) & North Dakota (ND)
	NONDANCE ACDENNNO unrhythmic dance [n -S]
	PENDENCY CDEENNPY pending state [n -CIES]
	TENDANCE ACDEENNT watchful care [n -S]
	TENDENCE CDEEENNT tendance (watchful care) [n -S]
	TENDENCY CDEENNTY inclination to act or think in particular way [n -CIES]
	UNCANDID ACDDINNU not candid (frank and sincere) [adj]
	Ohio (OH) & Oklahoma (OK)
	Oregon (OR) & Pennsylvania (PA)
	COPASTOR ACOOPRST one that shares duties of pastor [n -S]
	EXPANDOR ADENOPRX type of transducer [n -S]
	FLOORPAN AFLNOOPR bottom part of interior of motor vehicle [n -S]
	FOREPART AEFOPRRT front part [n -S]
	FOREPAST AEFOPRST already in past [adj]
	FOREPAWS AEFOPRSW FOREPAW, paw of foreleg [n]
	IMPACTOR ACIMOPRT impacter (one that impacts (to pack firmly together)) [n -S]
	PALPATOR AALOPPRT one that palpates (to examine by touch) [n -S]
	PANDOORS ADNOOPRS PANDOOR, pandour (marauding soldier) [n]
	PANDORAS AADNOPRS PANDORA, bandore (ancient lute) [n]
	PANDORES ADENOPRS PANDORE, bandore (ancient lute) [n]
	PANFORTE AEFNOPRT hard spicy cake [n -S]
	PANORAMA AAAMNOPR complete view [n -S]
	PARACHOR AACHOPRR mathematical constant that relates molecular volume to surface tension [n -S]
	PARADORS AADOPRRS PARADOR, inn in Spain [n]
	PARAFORM AAFMOPRR substance used as antiseptic [n -S]
	PASSPORT AOPPRSST document allowing travel from one country to another [n -S]
	PASSWORD ADOPRSSW secret word that must be spoken to gain admission [n -S]
	PASTORAL AALOPRST literary or artistic work that depicts country life [n -S]
	PASTORED ADEOPRST PASTOR, to serve as spiritual overseer of [v]
	PASTORLY ALOPRSTY befitting pastor (spiritual overseer) [adj]
	PATENTOR AENOPRTT one that grants patent [n -S]
	PORTAPAK AAKOPPRT portable combined video recorder and camera [n -S]
	SCOREPAD ACDEOPRS pad on which scored points are recorded [n -S]
	SPANWORM AMNOPRSW inchworm (type of worm) [n -S]
	Rhode Island (RI) & South Carolina (SC)
	ADSCRIPT ACDIPRST distinguishing symbol written after another character [n -S]
	ASCARIDS AACDIRSS ASCARID, parasitic worm [n]
	ASCRIBED ABCDEIRS ASCRIBE, to attribute to specified cause, source, or origin [v]
	ASCRIBES ABCEIRSS ASCRIBE, to attribute to specified cause, source, or origin [v]
	COSCRIPT CCIOPRST to collaborate in preparing script for [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DESCRIBE BCDEEIRS to give verbal account of [v -D, -BING, -S]
	DESCRIED CDDEEIRS DESCRY, to discern (to perceive (to become aware of through senses)) [v]
	DESCRIER CDEEIRRS one that descries (to discern (to perceive)) [n -S]
	DESCRIES CDEEIRSS DESCRY, to discern (to perceive (to become aware of through senses)) [v]
	INSCRIBE BCEIINRS to write or engrave as lasting record [v -D, -BING, -S]
	RESCRIPT CEIPRRST something rewritten [n -S]
	SCARIEST ACEIRSST SCAREY, scary (frightening) [adj] / SCARY [adj]
	SCARIOSE ACEIORSS scarious (thin, dry, and membranous) [adj]
	SCARIOUS ACIORSSU thin, dry, and membranous [adj]
	SCARRIER ACEIRRRS SCARRY, marked with scars [adj]
	SCARRING ACGINRRS SCAR, to form scar (mark left by healing of injured tissue) [v]
	SCENARIO ACEINORS summary of plot of dramatic work [n -S]
	SCIURIDS CDIIRSSU SCIURID, sciurine (rodent of squirrel family) [n]
	SCIURINE CEIINRSU rodent of squirrel family [n -S]
	SCLERITE CEEILRST one of hard plates forming outer covering of arthropod [n -S]
	SCOMBRID BCDIMORS fish of mackerel family [n -S]
	SCORINGS CGINORSS SCORING, act of scoring in game [n]
	SCOURING CGINORSU material removed by scouring [n -S] / SCOUR, to cleanse or polish by hard rubbing [v]
	SCRIBBLE BBCEILRS to write hastily or carelessly [v -D, -LING, -S]
	SCRIBBLY BBCILRSY consisting of scribbles (careless writings) [adj]
	SCRIBERS BCEIRRSS SCRIBER, pointed instrument used for marking off material to be cut [n]
	SCRIBING BCGIINRS SCRIBE, to mark with scriber [v]
	SCRIEVED CDEEIRSV SCRIEVE, to move along swiftly and smoothly [v]
	SCRIEVES CEEIRSSV SCRIEVE, to move along swiftly and smoothly [v]
	SCRIMPED CDEIMPRS SCRIMP, to be very or overly thrifty [v]
	SCRIMPER CEIMPRRS one that scrimps (to be very or overly thrifty) [n -S]
	SCRIMPIT CIIMPRST meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj]
	SCRIPTED CDEIPRST SCRIPT, to prepare written text for, as play or motion picture [v]
	SCRIPTER CEIPRRST one that scripts (to prepare written text for, as play or motion picture) [n -S]
	SCRIVING CGIINRSV SCRIVE, to engrave (to form by incision) [v]
	SCURRIED CDEIRRSU SCURRY, to move hurriedly [v]
	SCURRIES CEIRRSSU SCURRY, to move hurriedly [v]
	SCURRILE CEILRRSU expressed in coarse and abusive language [adj]
	TRISCELE CEEILRST triskele (figure consisting of three branches radiating from center) [n -S]
	South Dakota (SD) & Tennessee (TN)
	Texas (TX) & Utah (UT)
	Vermont (VT) & Virginia (VA)
	Washington (WA) & West Virginia (WV)
	Wisconsin (WI) & Wyoming (WY)

